NAP 'Ambience'flow resistive absorptive panels are the high technology alternative to
the treatment of reverberant rooms and chambers, where noise reduction and an improved
intelligibility of speech and sound is required. Their unique performance characteristics
allow tuning to achieve the desired performance for any particular application.
Ambience panels are an effective and economical solution to reverberant noise problems.
The unique NAP design provides high sound absorption in an efficient and compact package.
Although the panels are available in an attractive range offinishes, their robust design ensures
that they can be used in high traffic areas.
The unique system of using a high-tech flow resistive lining eliminates the Occupational Health
C Safety problems associated with the site cutting offibrous insulation. In addition, as the

flow resistive lining is factory bonded to the panel, a neaterfinish and appearance is obtained.
The problem offibrous insulation protruding through the material is eliminated, which is
particularly important where hygiene is crucial, such as restaurants.
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Installation

NAP Ambience panels can be installed either by permanently fixing to walls or by hanging in
a similar manner to pictures, depending on the specific requirements. Panels can also befitted
into standard suspended ceiling grids. As there is no site cutting of acoustic insulation required
with Ambience panels, installation times are greatly reduced.
Features:

Excellent absorption characteristics providing signqicant reduction in overall noise levels.
Easily installed in new or existing buildings.
Can be arranged in a variety ofpatterns to suit the architectural requirements.
Available in various painted colours or with a timber veneerface.
Available in a variety of shapes and sizes to suit individual requirements.
Additional absorbers can be installed at any time, cateringfor changes in building use.
Superior low frequency perfomance to comparable conventional systems.
Panels can be backlit to create special visual effects.
Available in a variety of perforated or slotted patterns.
Light weight.
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